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There are two generally accepted fundamental laws of geo-
metrical crystallography: (1) the law of constancy of interfacial
angles proved lor quartz by Steno in 1669, but first established as
a general law by Rome de I'Isle in 1772 alter the invention of the
contact goniometer; (2) the law of simple rational indices, which
may also be expressed as the law of zones, discovered by Haiiy in
1784. As has been pointed out by Friedel,2 Bravais' law of maxi-
mum reticulate density is a more precise form of Haiiy's law of
simple rational indices.

The so-called law of symmetry proposed by Haiiy in 1815, which
may be expressed thus: "similar parts of a crystal are similarly
modified"S does not deserve the name of a law. It is a statement
of no particular significance, for symmetry is determined by similar
modifications.

There is, however, a third iaw of geometrical crystallography,
viz., the law of rational symmetric interceptsa (or parameters),
which was formulated by G. Friedel in 1905. Apparently this con-
tribution of Friedel has been overlooked or ignored. As far as can be
learned the writer (28) is the only one besides Friedel himself who
has referred to the law of rational symmetric intercepts in print.
The object of this note is to call attention to Friedel's work in order
that it may receive the attention that it deserves.

I Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Mineralogical Society of Americz,

Washington, D. C , Dec. 29, 1923
2 Bnl l .  Soc.  Fronc.  Min. ,30,  326-455 (1907).
3 \Iiers, Mineralogy, p. 15. Loncion, 1902.
a Friedel uses the term parameter instead of intercept, but on account of the

ambiguity in the use of parameter the writer has substituted intercept for it.
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As was first pointed out by Gadolin (1) in a classic paper read

in 1867 and published in 1871, an axis of ternary or threefold
symmetry in a crystalloid polyhedron is not necessarily a zone-

axis and is not necessarily normal to a possible face or plane.s In

other words a polyhedron may have planes with simple rational

indices and irrational symmetric intercepts (or parameters). This

is shown graphically in Figs. I and 2. Since the time of Gadolin the

"irrational ternary axis" has been the subject of much discussion

by crystallographers. Prominent among those who have taken
part  in  the d iscussion are Fedorov (3,5,  7,9,12,13) ,  Hecht  (4,6,

8, 14), Souza-Brand6o (10, 18), Viola (11, 15, I7), and Friedel
(23,25). The irrational three-fold axis of symmetry is mentioned
in the treatises or text-books of Lewis (19), Hilton (21), Sommer-
feldt (24), Bouasse (26) and Friedel (27),but is entirely ignored by
most authors. While perhaps it may appropriately be omitted
from elementary text-books, it should certainly fi.nd a place in the

more advanced text-books and treatises.
It is not my purpose to enter into a detailed discussion of the

controversy relative to the possibility of the irrational three-fold
symmetry axis. A bibliography of the subject is appended to this
article for those who wish to look into the matter at length. The
essential features of the question may be presented very simply

by means of diagrams. The lack of suitable drawings to illustrate
the subject under discussion probably accounts for a general lack

of understanding of the principles involved.
In Fig. I OX, OY , and OZ represent in orthographic projection

three axes of reference equally inclined to each other at either right
or oblique angles. A line normal to the plane of the drawing
through the origin, O, represents a three-fold axis of symmetry'
The plane I with the intercepts a, b, and c on counter-clockwise
rotation oI 120" will give rise to the plane II with the intercepts
a! , b' and. c'; and this plane on a further rotation of 120" will
give rise to the plane III with intercepts a", b" and ct'. These

5 The exceptional chziracter of a three-fold axis of symmetry has'been brought

out by Lewis (19- p. 1 1a). The proof that an axis of symmetry of even degree is a

,posrible zone-axis and is normal to a possible face depends upon the lact t}rat two

similar (homologous) zone-axes are coplanar with thg qxis., an{ in the case of an

axis of odd degree, z)3, the proof depends upon the fact that trvo dissimilar (non-

homologous) edges are coplanar with the axis. "Ilere the homologous zone-axes

form the,edges of a trigonal pyramid, and no pair oI them lies in a plane containing

the triad axis. Nor can an auxiliary pyramid be formed b-v the edges of alternate

faces.t'
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three planes meet to form a trigonal pyramid as indicated in the
drawing. Now if the intercepts of the plane f are chosen so as to
be in the ratio of a ; b ; c:l :31/2 :rt/4,u the intercepts of the
plane I I  are a '  :  b '  :  c '  : t l4 :  |  ;3 t /2,  and theintercepts of  the
p lane  I I I ,  a "  i b "  :  c " : } l / i  t t r / 4 :1 .  He re  t he  i n te rcep ts  on
three symmetric axes of reference are irrational. We may take
one of the planes as a standard or unit face and express the other
planes in terms of our standard as is customary in crystallography.
Let us select plane f as our (111) face. We may shift the planes II
and III parallel to themselves so that they cut the OX-axis at the
point o. Then all three planes intersect the OX-axis at a common
point. The result of such shifting is indicated in Fig. 2. The new

intercepts of plane rI are a i b : ,:Y r -L . 
tt l2= 

*tl i .h i,tr/+ t^/+ t^/4

obtained by dividing each intercept by 3^/+. Similarly, the new

intercepts of  p lane I I r  are a ;  b  :  c : t I2-  . t ! ! -  , l ,obta ined
tJZ tt/Z tt/Z

by dividing each intercept by 3t/2.

Since we selected plane I as our standard or unit face, it may be
expressed by the Weiss symbol la :, lb : lc or the Miller symbol
(111) .  Plane I I  expressed in terms of  the uni t  face is  la :  |b : lc
or (122). Plane III expressed in terms of the unit face is Ia : lb : lc
or (112). The relations are shown in the following tabulation:

Wrrss Mrrrrn
P lane I  Oa  :Ob  :Oc :  |  : sJ l  : t t 74 :1  : 31 /2  : 31 f t :  l a  7b  :1a : (111 )

pf ane rr oa, : ob, . oc,:BJ4 . 1 .t^/t::!! ,J: ,t!-!: la : !"b : *c:(122)3\/4 3\/4 3!/4

Plane I I I  Oa"  :Ob" :Oc" :3 r /2  :3 r , /4  :1 : t !2 -  tY  ,J= :  7a  :7b  :  te - - ( l l2 \
3!/2 3!/2 3!/2

The relations indicated may be proved either mathematically
or graphically as is done in the drawings. If we substitute for the
values tt/2 andt{+, t.ZSgg and 1.5874 respectively, it is easy to
prove that the above expressions are correct.

Here is actual demonstration that in a crystalloid polyhedron it
is mathematically possible to have rational indices of the facesand
irrational axial ratios for the symmetric axes of reference.

6The intercepts in general may be 1:31/n:3t/n2 whercnis anysmall integer.
In order to construct a diagram it is necessary to use a particular value for ral in
Figs. 1 and 2 it has the value 2.
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This is possible with the four following types of symmetry

according to Friedel (23,25): A3, trigonal pyramidal class; APo(As)
(C), rhombohedral class ; 4A3.3A2, tetartoidal class ; 4Ar(44? 6).3Ar.
3P(C), diploidal class. Friedel suggested the possibility of two

additional crystal systems for these four divisions. The first two

constitute a "systbme ternaire irrational" and the other two, a

"systbme cubique irrational." Crystals belonging to the "irrational
ternary system," if such exist, would not possess either prisms,

pinacoid, or pedion. The only forms possible would be trigonal
pyramids, and rhombohedrons. In the "irrational cubic system"

neither octahedrons, tetrahedrons, rhombic dodecahedrons, trape-

zohedrons, or trisoctahedrons could occur. The only forms possible

would be diploids, pyritohedrons, tetartoids, and cubes.
For example in Fig. 2 the face shown by dotted lines is an im-

possible face with the axes of reference postulated. But it has been

found that the pedion, pinacoid, and prism are found on crystals

with the symmetry Aa and A?.(At(C) and also that the tetrahe-
dron or octahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, trapezohedron, and

trisoctahedron are common on crystals belonging to the tetartoidal
and diploidal classes.

In other words in all crystals with either a single axis of three-
fold symmetry or four axes of three-fold symmetry the parameters

or intercepts of a unit face on three axes of reference symmetri-
cal to a three-fold axis are equal or rational. In Fig. 2 for ex-
ample, the three axes of reference ar i az I as ?.tQ' equal and inter-
changeable. This is a fact of observation and Friedel (23) cleared
up the whole matter by formulating the following law of rational

symmetric parameters: "Two symmetric edges oI a crystal have
the same parameter." It is only fair to state that this law was
hinted at by Viola (17) in 1897 and by Lewis (19) in 1899, but
Friedel deserves the main credit for its recognition. His paper

entitled "Sur les bases exp6rimentales de I'hypothbse reticulaire"
will become, I believe, one of the classics of geometrical crystallog-
raphy.

This empirical law of observation practically proved the ex-

istence of the space lattice in 1905, seven years before direct proof

of the space lattice was furnished by the work of Laue and his

associates in 1912.
This important contribution of Friedel's, brilliant in its sim-

plicity, has been overlooked by nearly all crystallographers. The
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object of this note is to call a,ttention to its importance in the
development of the theory of crystal structure.
, As I conceive it, there are three stages in the history of the
,science of crystal structure (leptonology of Rinne). (1) The mathe-
matical stage beginning with the work of Bravais in 1849 and cul-
minating in that of Fedorov, Schoenflies, and Barlow (1890-1894).
(2) The crystallographical stage in which Friedel (1905) takes the
most prominent part. And (3) the experimental stage beginning
with the work of Friedrich and Knipping on sphalerite in 1912
and continuing up to the present.
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ZIRCON, A CONTACT METAMORPHIC MINERAL
IN THE PEND OREILLE DISTRICT, IDAHO1

Josern L. Gnrsow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology '

INrnorucrroN

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to a rather wide-
spread transfer of zirconium from some intrusive 'ocks into in-
vaded sedimentary rocks in the Pend Oreille mrning district,
Idaho. This district, arr area 15 by 20 miles, was recently studied
by a party of the U. S. Geological Survey under Dr. Edward Samp-
son. The contact metamorphism was investigated in detail, and
in the course of this work the prevalence of very minute zircon
crystals in the most metamorphosed rocks turned the attention
of the writer to a special study of this problem. Conclusions were
reached only after a study of over a hundred thin sections and the
examination of the heavy residues of more than thirty rock samples.
In addition, Prof essor R. A. Daly of Harvard University very kindly
loaned a number of thin sections of similar rocks from the Cana-

' r Published by permission of the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey.




